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Thank you for your interest in submitting an abstract. The contribution of presenters is critical and we value your input. Please sign into the Abstract Portal with your account email address and password. If you have not yet submitted an abstract, please create a new account below first. If you have any questions regarding your submission please contact kristy@confpartner.co.za

Forgot your password? Click here to reset your password (please check spam mail if the email to change your password does not go to your inbox in a few minutes)
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</tr>
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New Account

[Create New Account]

Create new account - First time submitters

Create Account

Click on the "Create Account" button to create a new profile. Once created an "Edit Contact Details" button will appear should you wish to amend information.
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<td>[Create New Account] [Back To Sign In]</td>
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Welcome to the Abstract Portal

To begin the submission process you must first create a contact within the "Contact Information" tab. After creating a contact, additional tabs will appear that will enable you to submit an abstract.

**Click on “Contact Information”**

---

Update Contact Information

Below is the current information associated with your primary contact. To update this information click the Edit Contact Details button towards the bottom of the screen. If you are happy with your contact details please proceed to the Abstract Submission tab.

First Name: Kristy Lee
Last Name: Muller

**Create new contact OR edit current contact details to complete your profile**
Submitters Contact Details

- **TITLE**: Mrs
- **FIRST NAME**: Kristy Lee
- **LAST NAME**: Muller
- **ORGANISATION**: Conference Partner
- **EMAIL ADDRESS**: kristy@conlpartner.co.za
- **OFFICE PHONE NUMBER**: 0413732135
- **MOBILE PHONE NUMBER**: 27765177210

Please place your country code in front of your mobile number eg. 27 - Make sure there are no zero’s (0) or plus signs (+) in front of the number. Eg. 27830001111

Submitters Address Details

- **PHYSICAL / POSTAL ADDRESS**: 138 Cape Road
- **STATE/PROVINCE**: Eastern Cape
- **COUNTRY**: South Africa
- **POSTAL CODE**: 6001
Click on "Abstract Submission" to add your abstract title and select a presentation type from the dropdown list.
Select a theme from the dropdown list.

Multiple author affiliations can be created.
Multiple author affiliations can be added. Reference the relevant number only, separated by a comma.

Add author details and insert affiliation that was created above.

Position Refers to Position within the Affiliation. E.g. - Professor

The chairperson will introduce you using this biography.

Multiple author affiliations can be added. Reference the relevant number only, separated by a comma (no text!)
Check that your abstract has copy and pasted correctly and that the text has not been cut off!
Keywords

A maximum of 5 keywords can be listed here.
Example - Word 1; Word 2; Word 3; Word 4; Word 5

Conflict of Interest

Please provide details of all known conflicts of interest (COI):
The intent is to openly identify any potential conflict of interest so that the congress delegates may form their own judgement about the presentation with the full disclosure of the facts.

This process of declaring conflicts of interest is not intended to reduce or inhibit collaboration, partnerships, networks or involvement in the congress, but rather to encourage transparency and integrity in decision making.

COI pertains to a financial relationship for research support, consulting, employment, or non-financial interest ie personal relationships consulting with pharmaceutical, trade companies, manufacturers or corporations whose products or services could be related to the congress. Non-financial interests could include religion, ideology, personal relationships, political.

Where there is no conflict of interest please enter the word: 'NONE'

Additional Author Bio’s

NOTE: Only applies should you have more than one presenting author.

Additional Author Bio’s (PDF Format) 1
Complete all additional information required

Select your AV requirements for your abstract presentation

AV REQUIREMENTS

The following audio visual equipment will be set up in the venues:
- Screen
- Data Projector
- Microphone (on a stand)
- Lecturn to stand behind
- Mac adapters will be placed at the lecturns if applicable
- Table next to the lecturn for extra notes
- An audio visual technician will be in each venue for the duration of the conference to assist, and support presenters throughout
- A speaker preparation room will be set up - all presenters to load their presentations in this venue

Indicate any audio visual requirements for your abstract presentation

Capture AV Requirements
- [ ] PowerPoint
- [ ] Videos in Presentation

Will you use a Mac laptop (Indicate - YES / NO)
Review your abstract details. Save as Draft if you need to edit again.

Tick “agree” before submitting. Once submitted your abstract will not be editable!
Submitted abstracts can be viewed in “My Abstracts” but not edited. Saved draft abstracts can be edited or deleted.